
SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY

The economy of South Africa is the second largest in Africa, after Nigeria. As a regional manufacturing hub, it is the
most industrialized and diversified economy .

Unemployment rates in the townships are horrendously high â€” often in excess of seventy per cent. The
British annexed the area as a result of the Boer War which witnessed the placement of Boer women and
children in British-built concentration camps. Two decades on from the formal end of the old apartheid
regime, the South African economy can lay claim to being one of the wealthiest in Africa and one with a
stable functioning democracy. Subscribe Thanks. But â€” despite a period of strong growth from â€” their
average annual growth rate for real GDP between the years has been relatively poor and certainly well below
the African average. You can also follow tutor2uEconomics on Twitter, subscribe to our YouTube channel , or
join our popular Facebook Groups. In the National Party won the national elections, and immediately started
implementing an even stricter race-based policy named Apartheid , effectively dividing the economy into a
privileged white one, and an impoverished black one. Many South African businesses have a high
international reputation for innovation â€” the modern part of their economy stands comparison to high
income countries around the world. At the end of the 18th century, the British annexed the colony. One
important feature of the economy is that South Africa has made relatively modest progress in meeting a
number of key development targets and some of the Millennium Development Goals. A cluster of African
countries has achieved much stronger growth rates helping to bring about improvements in a range of
development measures. Inflation was brought down, public finances were stabilised, and some foreign capital
was attracted. South Africa is one of the biggest economies on the African continent. South African growth is
not slow by the standard of the growth record of many Euro Zone countries in recent years! The government
refrained from resorting to economic populism. The government inherited an economy wracked by long years
of internal conflict and external sanctions. It is no surprise that in addition to more than 6 million South
Africans unemployed, there are well over 2 million people working in the informal economy. South Africa
scores relatively well for the efficiency of their product markets and for having a large market size. This led to
the Great Trek , spreading farming deeper into the mainland, as well as the establishment of the independent
Boer Republics of Transvaal and the Orange Free State. You're now subscribed to receive email updates! The
country soon started putting laws distinguishing between different races in place.


